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Château Dauzac, a 5th growth Grand Cru 
Classé Margaux wine according to the 1855 
classification, has the enormous privilege of 
having a one-block 47-hectare vineyard: 45 
hectares with the Margaux appellation and 
two hectares with the Haut-Médoc appel-
lation. Located near the Gironde estuary 
whose influence on the vineyard's ecosystem 
is critical, the property is protected from ocean 
winds thanks to 120 hectares of meadows and 
forests. This agronomic bubble and unique ter-
roir have made it possible to develop preci-
sion farming, highlighting the exceptional 
characteristics of this Grand Cru Classé wine.
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All throughout its history, Château Dauzac has belonged to
eminent families with political influence

and economic power.
-

 1190

The oldest known owner in this sec-
tor of Margaux was Pétrus d’Auzac. He 
received the land from Richard I, "Richard 
the Lionheart", King of England, 
Count of Poitiers, Duke of Aquitaine, 
Count of Maine and Count of Anjou.

1545

The Benedictine monks of the Sainte-Croix 
de Bordeaux Abbey were the first to men-
tion, in their records as early as 1545, the 

"Bourdieu" de Dauzac estate, "Bourdieu" then 
referring to a farmhouse with a vineyard. 
Until the end of the Ancien Régime, the 
owners of Dauzac, which became an elegant 
Château, were wine merchants or eminent 
members of the Bordeaux Parliament.

1685

The Bordeaux wine merchant Pierre Drouillard, 
Treasurer of France, made Château Dauzac 
one of the finest vineyards in the Médoc.

1700

His grandson, Jean-Baptiste Lynch, appoin-
ted Mayor of Bordeaux by Napoleon 
and then a Peer of France under Louis 
XVIII, carried it through several regimes, 
as it maintained its leading position.

1855

Pendant deux décennies, les Wiebroock ins-
tallent définitivement Château Dauzac dans 
l’aristocratie des vins du Médoc et obtiennent 
sa reconnaissance dans le classement de l’année.

1863

For two decades, the Wiebroocks defini-
tively established Château Dauzac among 
the aristocracy of Médoc wines and secured 
recognition of the estate in the 1855 classifica-
tion. The Johnstons, a powerful family who 

also owned Ducru-Baucaillou, took over and 
gave the wine its first yellow label. Ernest 
David, the manager of these properties, deve-
loped the famous Bordeaux mixture that 
helped save the Bordeaux vineyards and thus 
the international wine industry from mildew.

1939

Mr Bernat, the owner of Glacières Bernat, 
acquired Château Dauzac. In order to 
regulate the temperature of vats, he 
came up with the idea of putting blocks 
of ice in them during fermentation, thus 
paving the way for thermoregulation.

1988

After periods of ownership by the Miailhes 
and Chatelliers, MAIF, a French insurance 
company, took over the Château. It became 
its sole owner and still remains so today.

1992

MAIF entrusted the Château's management 
to Vignobles André Lurton through an opera-
ting company. Recognising an exceptional ter-
roir, MAIF quickly sought to make the most of 
it. A new gravity-flow cellar was built in 2004.

2012

From the 2012 'Primeurs' onwards, Château 
Dauzac changed its economic model and 
returned to the Place de Bordeaux. In 2013, 
with the aim of advancing this exceptional 
wine, MAIF developed a strategic plan entit-
led "Ambition 2020" and appointed Laurent 
Fortin to the position of Managing Director.

2014 

Laurent Fortin and his Technical Director, 
Philippe Roux, sensed that it was possible to 
have better knowledge of grapes during fer-
mentation. With the support of the Seguin 
Moreau cooperage, the first wooden vats with 
transparent double staves were developed.
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vWhy did you join Château Dauzac?
I couldn't turn down this tremendous opportunity to revive a Grand 
Cru wine classified in 1855! All throughout my career, I've been lucky 
to work for large wine groups, manage a Union of Cooperatives, and 
create my own business. I spent 16 years working in the United States 
and four working in China and I'm more than happy to take up this 
challenge.

What is your ambition for Château Dauzac?
In the medium term, it's to restore its place as one of the best Fifth 
Growth Grand Cru Classé wines of the Médoc. We are now focused 
more than ever before on biodiversity, to which we are committed 
through several projects. We are naturally going to continue along the 
pathway to innovation, which makes up Dauzac's true DNA. With 
my international experience, I also think I can work with our partners 
on the marketplace to contribute to the growth of this exceptional 
wine.

What are your priorities for action?
The revival of Château Dauzac is already well under way, thanks to 
the incredible work that has been undertaken over the past 10 or so 
years. Our strategic plan, "Ambition 2020", charted the course. More 
concretely, our main priorities are the quest for excellence for our first 
and second wines and initiatives to win back business. I'd also add 
two new priorities: wine tourism to enhance our customer services 
and openness to the arts, thanks to an acquisition policy.

Interview with Laurent Fortin,
Managing Director of Dauzac

-
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The diversity of the property's 120 hectares, combining vineyards, meadows, cereal 
fields and forests, has undoubtedly determined the way in which the Château Dauzac 
ecosystem is managed. 
An overall approach has been implemented, starting with the development of a vege-
table garden and arboretum.
Two-hundred fifty metres of hedges were then planted by our teams as refuges for cer-
tain species. These teams are currently involved in a three-year herbarium project that 
will involve harvesting and drying the plants that grow in the vineyards and park and 
that are used to treat grapevines, according to a biodynamic approach. They will also 
be tasked with drawing up each plant's characteristics.
Biodiversity is not possible unless different animal species are encouraged to live 
together. Horses feed around the property and provide manure, sheep graze in the 
park, and around 15 beehives adjoin the main building and produce Château Dauzac's 
second nectar.
Egrets and herons live on the property and contribute to its diversity. Small mammal 
pests are regulated by a club of archers. The objective is to promote an ecological spirit.
At Château Dauzac, environmental friendliness is a plural concept. Picnic benches 
and tables are open to families and friends, who can freely take advantage of the sur-
rounding peace and quiet. The marked trail in the arboretum, panoramic maps, and 
the future giant herbarium developed with the artist Tom Fletcher prolong the adven-
ture. Within the Château, a range of food & wine workshops guarantee a unique sen-
sory experience.

A PROPERT Y IN MOTION
 

Seeking to strike a balance
-
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Just like the greatest Médoc wines, the best
terroirs are supposed to "look at the Gironde". 
Dauzac, located 350 metres from the estuary, 
between Labarde and Macau, is no exception.
Truly distinctive, Dauzac's terroirs is fittingly 
made up of a deep bench of large-sized gravel, in 
a geological vein specific to this wine.
These layers of large gravel of varying thicknesses, 
remnants of old alluvial terraces, sit on a sub-soil 
of clay & gravel. The secret lies in the ability to 
understand and best manage this terroirs and its 
various plots, in accordance with each vintage's 
characteristics.

A UNIQUE TERROIR
 

A one-block 47-hectare vineyard located
near the Gironde estuary

-
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Dauzac's Technical Director, Phillipe Roux, practises what he calls "local agro-
nomy" tailored to the terroir, allowing this one-block vineyard to express particu-
lar sensitivities. Surveys and cross-sections at a depth of three metres have made 
it possible to identify homogeneous plots, adapt the choice of grape varieties and 
rootstock, and implement management practices tailored to each plot.
Meteorological sensors for every unit of land and a weather station constitute pre-
cise decision-making tools.
Château Dauzac is engaged in highly integrated farming using organic fertilizer. 
Sexual confusion among grape berry moths, introduced around 10 years ago, has 
prevented the need for insecticides. Grass is grown on some plots to better regu-
late the water supply.
In keeping with the Médoc tradition, the vineyard with a planting density of 
10,000 vines per hectare is made up of 65% Cabernet Sauvignon and 35% Merlot 
grapes. Yields are naturally limited by a strict cultivation policy, implemented 
upstream so there is no need for green harvesting.

"Double Guyot" pruning with disbudding is used and significant "green" work is 
undertaken manually to achieve a uniform degree of ripeness.
A gradual shift is occurring, to migrate to biodynamic agriculture. Seven hectares 
are currently cultivated using organic methods while three additional hectares are 
cultivated according to biodynamic farming with the aim of ultimately conver-
ting the entire property.
Rigorous work on plant material is also being undertaken, with new tests invol-
ving the planting of non-grafted vines in the sandiest soils.
The work accomplished for more than 30 years has enabled the property's 
vineyards to produce complex and superior-quality grapes.
 

VIRTUOUS
GRAPE-GROWING

Promoting local agronomy
-
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RESPECTFUL
WINE-M AKING

A mission to innovate
for the sake of quality

-
Harvesting is naturally manual, respecting the integrity of the fruit. Grapes 
are transported upstairs in small crates to take advantage of gravity and are 
carefully sorted twice.
They are then put in a latest-generation grape stemmer preserving their 
quality. Every plot is vinified separately in thermo-regulated vats, fit with 
a patented system, for the gentle and homogeneous extraction of tannins in 
the cap.
Since 2015, the use of wooden vats with transparent double staves, designed 
by Seguin Moreau at the request of Château Dauzac, has provided insight 
into vinification by going to the heart of the vat, where fermentation takes 
place.
Cold maceration lasts around three weeks and is tailored to each plot and 
vintage, thus revealing the subtlety and complexity of this exceptional terroir.
The Technical Director and Cellar Manager work particularly on the expres-
sion of press wines, with the support of computer-assisted vertical presses 
that provide for the meticulous selection of 150 barrels.
Dauzac rigorously selects, on an annual basis, the wood used by coopers for 
its barrels; wines are aged for 16 to 18 months in lightly toasted extra-fine 
French-oak barrels, with approximately 60% new barrels to highlight the 
fruit and produce "vintage wines".
Eric Boissenot, an oenologist with a well-established reputation and exper-
tise, acts as a consultant and contributor for harvesting and blending.
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Respect for the terroir, expression
of the vintage, and balance

-
A great wine should rise above trends and fashions to best express its terroir.
The soil creates character, the vintage provides personality, and craftsman-
ship adds balance. This trilogy is achieved thanks to the technical team's 
experience.
Dedicated to the expression of terroir and dominated by Cabernet Sauvignon, 
Château Dauzac reveals a nicely complex bouquet that slowly unfolds during 
aeration.  On the palate, it strikes a subtle balance between the richness of 
its tannins and the aromatic diversity of its supple fruits, emblematic of great 
wines for ageing.
Aurore de Dauzac, Château Dauzac's second wine, reflects the minerality 
and character of the Margaux terroirs with an emphasis on fruit thanks to 
one year of ageing in three-wine barrels.
Labastide Dauzac, produced on the same terroir but on different plots that 
are generally younger, has its own personality and character.
Haut-Médoc de Dauzac comes from a small (2-hectare) adjacent vineyard, 
classified in the Haut-Médoc appellation. It is given the same attention as 
the property's other wines and is also vinified in Château Dauzac's cellars. 
The latest addition, "D de Dauzac", has the Bordeaux appellation and is 
derived from terroirs other than those of Dauzac. It meets the same stan-
dards for grape-growing and promises the freshness and elegance of a fine 
Bordeaux wine vinified with the know-how of the greatest wine-makers.
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1880s
Development of the Bordeaux mixture in collaboration with the 
Bordeaux Faculty of Science.
 
1950s
Invention of thermoregulation during fermentation using blocks 
of ice.
 
2000s
Integration of the latest innovations for very high-quality grape-
growing and wine-making that respect the terroir.
 
2014
Creation of a prototype for wooden vats with transparent double 
staves with the Seguin Moreau cooperage.
 
    2018-2020
Research & development work on grapevine diseases and indige-
nous yeasts.

History of a pioneer:
invention of the Bordeaux mixture, intuition

for thermoregulation, and the pursuit
of innovation

-
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Photographies : Alex Crétey 
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T H AT H A S I N H ERI T ED A 
C U LT U RE O F I N N OVAT I O N 

A N D A PA S S I O N F O R T H E 
M A RG AU X TERROIR .
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